LETTER L1
-----Original Message----From: Dana
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 8:13 PM
To: Craig Chalfant
Subject: SEASIP
I rarely write emails of this nature but I feel like I must have a say in this matter. I have enjoyed living in
Long Beach my entire life and my parents have lived in Naples since the 1940's. I would like to voice my
concern over the SEASIP projects.
The intersection at 2nd and PCH is already congested. I realize that a right hand turn lane was added on
PCH a few years ago, and that has helped slightly, but it is still so busy that any added development will
only contribute to the problem. In addition, any development will negatively impact the surrounding
wetlands and wildlife. Adding several stories for housing will also give our neighborhood a different feel
and look that isn't desired by the local residents here. I know that this potential development has been
an ongoing issue for years with the city and developers with countless hours and money involved. It
seems like we could find a solution to have the smallest impact on our environment and traffic
congestion.
Thank you for your time,
-Dana Brounstein
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LETTER L2
From: Amber Chitty
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 9:33 AM
To: Craig Chalfant
Subject: DEIR/SEASP

Dear Mr. Chalfant,
I am writing to urge support for the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) on the
proposed Southeast Area Specific Plan update. As a local resident and Jaycee, I was really
excited to learn of the City’s plans for the area.
As a young professional residing in this community, I really appreciate any forward thinking
measures that take into account our growing population and offer a vision for the future. The
proposed plan would create a way for developers and businesses to really transform the area.
Having the option to create a more pedestrian friendly commercial corridor along the
waterfront where locals can live, eat and play really appeals to me. Young professionals like
myself are always looking for new and interesting places to meet and mingle. The proposed
update would really go a far way in helping to make that a reality right here in Long Beach.
The DEIR really does and excellent job of outlining any potential impacts of this project, and
to me it is clear that the benefits far outweigh any concerns.
Thank you for allowing me an opportunity to comment on the proposed update and be a part
of this process. Please approve the DEIR and move the proposed SEASP plan forward.
Many thanks,
Amber Chitty

Amber Chitty

CSU Fullerton
www.fullerton.edu
Rising TIDE @ the Marguerite Kiefer Education Center
www.risingtideatmkec.org
Long Beach Junior Chamber

www.facebook.com/lbjuniorchamber
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LETTER L3
From: Julie Dean
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2016 12:22 AM
To: Craig Chalfant; Suzie Price; Suzie Price; Mayor; Council District 1; Council District 2; Council District 3;
Council District 4; Council District 5; Council District 6; Council District 7; Council District 8; Council
District 9; LBDS
Subject: SEASP DEIR Comments

Dear Mayor Garcia, Councilwoman Suzie Price, Long Beach City
Council, Craig Chalfant and Long Beach Development Services,
I’m writing to advise you of my concerns regarding the SEASP
DEIR as it stands today. The Mixed Use portion of the plan
worries me quite a bit. I’ve detailed my concerns below.
L3-1

1. The increase of density in the area based on the new
allowances of the Plan would cause heavy impacts to the
number of cars in the Southeast corridor, especially at PCH
& 2nd, PCH & Studebaker and PCH & Channel.
2. The increase in dwelling units by up to more than 5000 and
population by more than 8500 people are simply not logical
choices for this already dense area and ‘E’ rated
intersection of PCH & 2nd Street.
3. The increase in height allowance of up to 7 stories, would
allow for additional people, dwelling units and commercial
business that cannot be accommodated in that small and
tight area without disrupting existing residents
lives. The buildings should not be allowed to go any
higher than already designated by SEASP (3 stories).
4. The increase in height allowance of up to 7 stories will
also affect the birds of the Pacific Flyway as they travel
from Alaska to the tip of South America. Many of the birds
rest during their migration in Los Alamitos Bay and the Los
Cerritos Wetlands, flying back and forth between the two
locations. The 7 stories will be directly in their path
and many of them will die. No matter how high the
buildings are constructed (even if they stay at 3 stories),
the best possible bird safety glass should be used.
5. The Plan allows for building to occur in close proximity to
the Wetlands, up to 100 feet and with permission, up to 25
feet from the Wetland. This proximity is dangerous for the
flora and fauna of the Wetlands, which is an important part
of our eco-system. We MUST pay more attention to these
things.
6. There should be no loss of Wetlands and no road extensions
through the Wetlands.
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7. I’ve attended several native plant training sessions and
have consistently heard that native trees and plants are
the only safe bet. Planting drought-resistant trees and
plants that are not native to our area can result in
horrible consequences of overgrowth, invasiveness and
aggression and can impact native insects and animals by
choking out native plants that sustain them, as well as by
disease.
8. The impact to traffic will be overwhelming to all residents
of: Marina Pacifica, Naples, the Peninsula, Belmont Shore,
Belmont Heights and more. This poorly rated intersection
cannot handle the additional traffic that the current plan
is recommending.
9. Nothing should be done that will impact traffic until the
Cal Trans traffic light system and the Long Beach traffic
light system communicate better with one another. The
existing issues that occur at PCH & 2nd already affect
residents and visitors alike. Residents have paid a lot of
money for their homes to live in Long Beach and deserve
better treatment. We care about our property values, our
living circumstances and the traffic we have to deal with
on a daily basis. Existing Long Beach residents’ needs
should not be shunned in order to appease the commercial
property owners, builders and developers.
10.
The increase in traffic will also bring bad air
quality and pollution for humans, the Wetlands, local birds
and birds of the Pacific Flyway.
11.
The “Residential Benefits” are not fully defined and
will not absolutely be instigated/created, nor is there a
timeline for them. If we get them, we might not see them
for years and years.
12.
I attended a good number of SEASP community meetings
where many residents spoke up about these issues, including
me. It appears as if residents’ concerns were heard but
not dealt with and are not reflected in the DEIR.

Sincerely, Julie Dean

Julie Dean
julz.travels@yahoo.com
714-402-9967
215 Pomona Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803
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From: Laura L Greco
Date: September 23, 2016 at 9:09:39 AM PDT
To: Christopher Koontz
Subject: Land Use question and comments.

LETTER L4

Christopher,
A question that was not answered. To clarify my question, hopscotch or total wipe-out??
Will the area see a gradual change as people sell there properties to developers? or will the city
be declaring blocks obsolete and tearing down/building at one time?

I must comment on your statement that "Alamitos Beach is not an area of major change". If
passed this plan calls for a lot more density and destruction of character homes and four flats.
16 stories along Alamitos St.
6 stories where there are single family homes. That’s 5 more stories.
6 stories where there are two story apt bldgs. That’s 4 more stories.
When I think of great cities, most have kept their historic homes. More than just keeping a few
areas like Bluff Hts and Cal Hts.
I am not in favor of wiping out interesting architecture for boxes with no character and no light.
How marginal and boring, a vertical suburbia.
Begin forwarded message:
From: Christopher Koontz
Date: August 17, 2016 at 6:43:47 PM PDT
To: Laura L Greco
Subject: RE: Gen Land Use Plan questions for Alamitos Beach area
Laura,
Thank you for the email and interest in the General Plan update. All of the documents can be
found athttp://www.lbds.info/planning/advance_planning/lb_2030/default.asp and it sounds like
you have reviewed at least the height map.
Alamitos Beach is not an area of major change in the plan. You are correct that the multifamily
areas roughly bound by Broadway, Ocean, Cherry and Bonito is proposed at 6-stories. The
height south of Ocean Boulevard continues the current restrictions which are 16 stories east of
10th place and 45 feet to the west.
The General Plan, including this proposed General Plan Land Use Element update, does not
establish parking regulations. The parking regulations are found in the individual more-detailed
zoning district ordinances. You are correct that PD-5 requires 2 spaces per unit plus 0.25 guest
spaces per unit. Different parking requirements existing in different parts of the City, such as
Downtown (PD-30) or Midtown (Midtown Specific Plan). PD-5 is not being updated at this time.
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The General Plan document and update does not establish parking regulations.
Thank you,

Christopher Koontz, AICP
Advance Planning Officer
Long Beach Development Services I Planning Bureau
T 562.570.6288 F 562.570.6068
333 West Ocean Blvd., 5th Floor I Long Beach, CA 90802 I www.lbds.info

-----Original Message----From: Laura L Greco
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2016 4:09 PM
To: Christopher Koontz
Subject: Gen Land Use Plan questions for Alamitos Beach area
Hello Christopher,
Couldn't make it to the presentation on 8/11 but was filled in on some of the details. A few
questions:
I heard that the six stories in Alamitos Beach is now going to be only 4 stories. True or False.
Because on the website link it still shows in two places, 6 stories in the most parts and 16 stories
along some of Ocean Blvd.
How was the 1.25 parking arrived at? An average guess or is there any backup data, study for
this number?
the number 1.75 was discussed as the old parking requirement per unit. Is there a study session to
discuss this more.
I live in PD-5 is that still 2.25 per unit? or was that adjusted also?
Will the area see a gradual change as people sell there properties to developers? or will the city
be declaring blocks obsolete and tearing down/building at one time?
Many thanks,
Laura Greco
818-486-5991
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